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FASHION
S P R I N G  T R E N D S

Lanier top 
in khaki, $289, 
Lanier pants 
in khaki, $289, 
from Morrison 

Spring beauty
“Bee-stung” lips, forest-inspired 
palettes and full brows are just 
some of the beauty trends we’ll see 
this spring, while generous helpings 
of bronze, splashes of colour and 
“barely there” make-up are looks to 
watch out for.

Alana Tabak from Momu Hair and Make-up 
says we’re seeing an emphasis on bronzing and 
contouring in cheeks as well as �ne slicks of black 
eyeliner, and brown and bronze eyeshadow.

Taking inspiration from Kylie Jenner, she says 
lip-liners are huge again. Pair with a nude lipstick or 

go with a matching lipstick colour for 
long-lasting coverage.

Alana believes these looks will 
remain popular for the warmer 
months, but we’ll see some twists.

“We will also see colour on the lips 
like a bright red, coral or pink. We may 

even see a splash of colour on the eyes 
with a coloured eyeliner.”
As for coverage, she points to the “no 

make-up natural look” as a winner. “Foundations 
will want to be fresh-faced and glowy.”

Then there’s the brows. “It’s always about the brows,” 
says Alana. “Good, thick, strong brows are still the 
craze. And, of course, �lling them in with the correct 
product is vital.”

She recommends investing in a good brow 
product, such as Fibre Brows by Silk Oil of 
Morocco. “It’s an amazing product that actually 
has �bres in the shadow so that the colour sticks 
to your brow hairs and not your skin.”

As for locks, Alana says many are opting for 
“big chops” at the moment, with blunt, longer 
bobs (dubbed “lobs”) a sought-after look.

“This haircut looks awesome with a slight 
messy curl in it; the trick to this is keeping the 
ends straight.”

In terms of colour, we’re still embracing the 
balayage trend.

“Balayage is not a phase,” says Alana. “It’s 
here to stay and it’s all about looking natural and 
blended, with natural sun-kissed ends.” ●
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Clarins’ 
Garden 
Escape

Instant 
Light 
lip balm 
perfector 
in rose, 
$30, from 
Clarins

Jameela dress, $399,Jameela dress, $399,
from Ted Bakerfrom Ted Baker
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Jaye Drapey 
trench, $139.99, 

from Forever New

Cavalry pouch 
in black, $199, 
from Mimco

Ana A-line 
self-tie skirt, 
$59.99, from 
Forever New

Podium drop 
earrings in 
chalk blue, 

$99.95, from 
Mimco

Yakira in 
oatmeal silver, 
$139.95, from 
Diana Ferrari

Dania large tote Dania large tote 
bag, $379bag, $379, from bag, $379, from bag, $379

Ted Baker

Willow dress in almond, 
$350, $350, $350, from Alumefrom Alumefrom Alume

T
he story of spring fashion this year speaks he story of spring fashion this year speaks 
of a surprisingly harmonious mix featuring of a surprisingly harmonious mix featuring 
both the eclectic and the subdued as vintage both the eclectic and the subdued as vintage 

references meet the new.references meet the new.
Retro revisiting comes through strongly in Retro revisiting comes through strongly in 

jumpsuits, a �erce reclaiming of denim, and jumpsuits, a �erce reclaiming of denim, and 
plenty of suede. Seventies lovers may feel warm plenty of suede. Seventies lovers may feel warm plenty of suede. Seventies lovers may feel warm 

and fuzzy as hallmarks such as fringing, high and fuzzy as hallmarks such as fringing, high and fuzzy as hallmarks such as fringing, high 
waists, and weaving turn up again. Dropped waists, and weaving turn up again. Dropped waists, and weaving turn up again. Dropped 
hems and  reworked gingham are other hems and  reworked gingham are other 
features, while romantic in�uences take features, while romantic in�uences take 
their cues from well before the disco era, their cues from well before the disco era, 

with broderie anglaise detailing and white with broderie anglaise detailing and white 
meets lace.

Seventies references are grounded, however, by Seventies references are grounded, however, by 
the continued nod to khaki and safari looks – and the continued nod to khaki and safari looks – and 
one of the all-important pieces of this season, the one of the all-important pieces of this season, the 
trench coat, plays on this.trench coat, plays on this.

If last spring was all about the midri�, this If last spring was all about the midri�, this 
time round it may be all about the shoulders. Be it time round it may be all about the shoulders. Be it 
one-shoulder or o�-the-shoulder shapes (ruched one-shoulder or o�-the-shoulder shapes (ruched 
tops in colours like peach and white make for tops in colours like peach and white make for 
instant tropical island dreaming) we’re also seeing instant tropical island dreaming) we’re also seeing 
high necklines and turtlenecks. High-waisted skirts high necklines and turtlenecks. High-waisted skirts high necklines and turtlenecks. High-waisted skirts 
and cropped tops may have their moment too. and cropped tops may have their moment too. 

As for the recent embracing of denim … even in As for the recent embracing of denim … even in 
the generally now redeemed way of double denim? the generally now redeemed way of double denim? 
It’s not going anywhere.It’s not going anywhere.

Yet, if vintage in�uences and safari styling Yet, if vintage in�uences and safari styling 
beckon to a free spirit and a sense of adventure beckon to a free spirit and a sense of adventure 
then the sports luxe trend – think elegant joggers, then the sports luxe trend – think elegant joggers, 
“creeper” soles in sandals and anything with a “creeper” soles in sandals and anything with a 
drawstring – equips us with a sense of mobility.drawstring – equips us with a sense of mobility.

An intriguing new trend to watch for is An intriguing new trend to watch for is 
“concealing and revealing”. Paired nicely with the “concealing and revealing”. Paired nicely with the 
sports luxe look, we can expect cut-out shapes, sports luxe look, we can expect cut-out shapes, 
mesh and slightly obscured, sheer silhouettes. mesh and slightly obscured, sheer silhouettes. ●
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